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DESCRIPTION

The Alcazaba: this is the oldest part of the Alhambra complex. In the past it was used exclusively for
military purposes. 
Nasrid Palaces: where there are a large number of rooms, including the Palaces of Mexuar, Comares
and the Patio de los Leones, the latter considered to be the greatest exponent of Nasrid art. 
Generalife Gardens: summer palace, located to the east of the Alhambra and surrounded by
extensive gardens brimming with the most varied vegetation, framed in an unmistakably Islamic
landscape architecture. 

Visit the Alhambra, one of the most impressive monuments in the world, the only Arab palace still standing
in Europe, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and nominated for the 7 Wonders of the World, is a must for
every visitor to the city of Granada. Learn how the sultans and the court of the time lived in this majestic
palace. Discover the intrigues, grievances between lineages, rivalries and passions of the Nasrid dynasty.
Admire the intricate details of the Moorish architecture, and learn about the symbolism of the famous
fountain of the lions. With our guided tour of the Alhambra you will have at your disposal one of the best
official tour guides of the city, an expert interpreter of Granada's heritage, forget about boring chats, live
and feel with our guides the passion for art and history. Interact with them, know in depth all the secrets of
this monument. Enjoy every corner to have the most special and unique photo you have ever had. Also
enjoy the special access for groups. 
Itinerary of the visit: 

ALHAMBRA GUIDED TOUR

Official Tourist Guide

Entrance ticket is valid for the Nasrid Palaces, Alcazaba, Generalife, Palace of Carlos V and the
Mosque Baths

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Friday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

3 hours

20 pax

10:00h 12:00h 14:00h
16:00h 17:00h



DESCRIPTION

The Alcazaba: this is the oldest part of the Alhambra complex. In the past it was used exclusively for
military purposes. 
Nasrid Palaces: where there are a large number of rooms, including the Palaces of Mexuar, Comares
and the Patio de los Leones, the latter considered to be the greatest exponent of Nasrid art. 
Generalife Gardens: summer palace, located to the east of the Alhambra and surrounded by
extensive gardens brimming with the most varied vegetation, framed in an unmistakably Islamic
landscape architecture. 

Visit the Alhambra in a group limited to 10 people, enjoy the personal attention of your guide throughout
the visit, discover the only Arab palace still standing in Europe, World Heritage Site by UNESCO and
nominated for the 7 wonders of the World, is a must for all visitors to the city of Granada. Learn how the
sultans and the court of the time lived in this majestic palace. Discover the intrigues, grievances between
lineages, rivalries and passions of the Nasrid dynasty. Admire the intricate details of the Moorish
architecture, and learn about the symbolism of the famous fountain of the lions. With our guided tour of
the Alhambra you will have at your disposal one of the best official tour guides of the city, an expert
interpreter of Granada's heritage, forget about boring chats, live and feel with our guides the passion for
art and history. Interact with them, know in depth all the secrets of this monument. Enjoy every corner to
have the most special and unique photo you have ever had. Also enjoy the special access for groups.
Itinerary of the visit: 

ALHAMBRA PREMIUM

Official Tourist Guide

Entrance ticket is valid for the Nasrid Palaces, Alcazaba, Generalife, Palace of Carlos V and the
Mosque Baths

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Sunday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

3 hours

10 pax

10:00h 12:00h 14:00h
16:00h 17:00h



DESCRIPTION
Choose our "Audio Tourist Guide" and your ticket for the Alhambra and organise your day in Granada as it
suits you best! A walk through the Alhambra, considered a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, is a must for
every visitor to the city of Granada. Its monumental and historical location is unique, the monument has a
special charm typical of Islamic art, which is reflected in its geometric and colourful shapes. Visit with your
ticket the Generalife Gardens, the Nasrid Palaces and the Alcazaba and enjoy the explanations of our audio
guide. 

ALHAMBRA AUDIOGUIDE

Audio Tourist Guide

Daytime entrance: the different areas of the Alhambra open to the public (Nasrid Palaces, Alcazaba
and Generalife)

Consult different languages

Lunch and other services not specified. Consult Alhambra Packages

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Sunday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

3 hours

20 pax

10:00h 12:00h 14:00h
16:00h 17:00h



DESCRIPTION
Discover the Alhambra Castle and its Nasrid Palaces in a unique guided tour at night. Admire this
monument with a special illumination so you won't miss any detail. Without the annoying queues, you will
enter directly. Enjoy the Patio de los Leones, the Comares Tower, the Palace of Carlos V, etc. We will access
to the Nasrid Palaces, where thanks to our official guide you will know all the history hidden in its walls, its
rooms, etc. Which kings and sultans commissioned the construction of each palace, the customs they had
at that time, what kind of art goes through each corner, how they fought wars with the Christians, what was
the relationship with the rest of the people, how they governed, how was the palace life, and what legends
have endured over time. After contemplating the Arab art that reigned in Spain until the end of the 15th
century, we move on to a completely different building, the Palace of Charles V, commissioned by Emperor
Charles I of Spain, where we can enjoy the European Renaissance art of the 16th century. Throughout the
visit you will be able to exchange any questions and impressions.

ALHAMBRA AT NIGHT

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Official Tourist Guide

Entrance to the site, Nasrid Palaces and Palace of Carlos V

Headphones

Meals, drinks or any extras not specified

Alcazaba and Generalife Gardens

Monday to Saturday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

2 hours

20 pax

22:00 h hs
20:00 h ls



ALHAMBRA AND SCIENCE PARK

Pick up and return from your hotel in the centre of Granada to the Alhambra

Entrance to the different areas of the Alhambra open to the public (Nasrid Palaces, Alcazaba,
Generalife...)

Official Tourist Guide

Transport to the Science Park

DESCRIPTION
A walk through the Alhambra, considered a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, is a must for every visitor to
the city of Granada. Through our company we propose you to make your visit to Granada a unique
experience rich in knowledge. On your guided tour of the Alhambra we will provide you with one of our
official tour guides, expert interpreters of Granada's heritage, who will accompany you on a tour of each of
the parts that make up the "red fortress" and who will dispel any doubts you may have about this
monument that is as mysterious as it is emblematic. (For more information see the Alhambra Guided Tour).
After enjoying the wonderful Hispano-Muslim architecture of the Alhambra on foot, venture into the world
of science through the fantastic Parque de las Ciencias de Granada, one of the largest interactive museums
in Europe, and a must-see during your stay in Granada. The Parque de las Ciencias is an interactive
museum of more than 70.000 m2 located just a few minutes from the historic city centre, with one of the
most varied cultural and scientific leisure offers in Europe. Some of the permanent exhibitions include
"Journey through the human body", "Culture of prevention", "Biosphere", "Al-Andalus and Science", and
much more... Don't miss the planetarium and enjoy the infinite dimension of the Universe. 

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Lunch, and other services not specified

Entrance to the Science Park

Tuesday to Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

3 hours

20 pax

10:00 h Alhambra
Until19:00 h Park



DESCRIPTION
Nestled between mountains and forests on the outskirts of Granada, the Alhambra fortress and palace
complex is an ancient wonder and a gateway dating back to the 13th century, the time of the Nasrid
dynasty. On this guided tour of the complex, discover the history of the Emirate of Granada in the buildings
where that history took place, all without spending a fortune on guides. Walk through the gardens, palaces
and more in this extraordinary UNESCO World Heritage Site. Finish your tour with a traditional Andalusian
meal at a local restaurant. Don't wait in line: tickets are booked in advance so you won't waste time. This
tour is accessible for wheelchair users and people with mobility problems. Easy to find starting point in the
Centro area, close to public transport stops.

ALHAMBRA AND TRADITIONAL FOOD

Official Tourist Guide

Entrance ticket for the Alhambra complex: Nasrid Palaces and Generalife Gardens

Traditional menu and one drink

Any extras not specified

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Friday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

3 hours

20 pax

10:00h 12:00h 14:00h
16:00h 17:00h



DESCRIPTION
A walk around the Alhambra, considered a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, is a must for all visitors to the
city of Granada. After discovering the history of one of the most visited monuments in the world you will
have the opportunity to feel like a real sultan enjoying an Arab bath in the thermal baths of the Hammam.
Through our company we propose you to make your visit to Granada a unique experience rich in
knowledge. On your guided tour of the Alhambra we will provide you with one of our official tour guides,
expert interpreters of Granada's heritage, who will accompany you on a tour of each of the parts that make
up the "red fortress" and who will dispel any doubts you may have about this monument that is as
mysterious as it is emblematic. (For more information see the Alhambra Guided Tour). In the afternoon you
can enjoy a well-deserved rest and learn the meaning of the Arabic bathing ritual. Relax with the murmur of
the water, shimmering Arabic tiles, essential oils, jasmine scents and mint tea. The "Hammam" offers a new
concept of bathing with a focus on general body care, preserving the peaceful atmosphere and simple
refinement inherited from Al-Andalus. Your senses will be lost among baths of different temperatures,
ochre arches and blue vaults that will transport you to a state of heavenly calm. If stress persists, choose
one of the various scented essential oils and indulge in an optional massage by a professional.

MUSLIM GRANADA

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Sunday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15
Hotel or centre of Granada
Baths in Calle Sta. Ana 16

3 h Alhambra
1,5 h bath

20 pax

10:00 h Alhambra
16:00 h Arab Baths

Entrance tickets for the different areas of the Alhambra open to the public (Nasrid Palaces, Alcazaba,
Generalife...)

Pick up and return to your hotel in the centre of Granada to the Alhambra

Official Tourist Guide and entrance to the Arab Baths

Full bath with aromatherapy massage of 15 minutes (optional for 15€)

Lunch, and other services not specified



DESCRIPTION
A walk through the Alhambra, considered a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, is a must for all visitors to the
city of Granada. Explore and discover the history of one of the most visited monuments in the world. A
work that attracts us and calls us, either for its attractive and elaborate rooms, for its monumental and
historical situation or for that special charm that Islamic art gives off from its geometric and colourful
shapes. Through our company we propose you to make your visit to Granada a unique experience rich in
knowledge. On your guided tour of the Alhambra we will provide you with one of our official tour guides,
expert interpreters of Granada's heritage, who will accompany you on a tour of each of the parts that make
up the "red fortress" and who will dispel any doubts you may have about this monument that is as
mysterious as it is emblematic. (For more information see the Alhambra Guided Tour). At nightfall you will
have a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in the Andalusian culture through a genuine flamenco
show inside an authentic Sacromonte cave: the Granada Zambra, another example of the rich gypsy
tradition together with the Moorish culture. In this impressive setting you will enjoy the flamenco show that
contains the essence and the colourful atmosphere of Sacromonte, accompanied by a typical Andalusian
dinner or a soft drink, depending on your choice. Also included is a guided walk of approximately 30
minutes through the Albayzín district where you can enjoy the magnificent views of the Alhambra, and the
city of Granada illuminated under the night sky. 

ALHAMBRA AND FLAMENCO SHOW

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Sunday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15
Hotel 

3 hours

20 pax

10:00 h Alhambra
19:00h-19:30h hs
18:50h-19:20h ls
Only drink 21:00-21:30h

Pick up and return from your hotel in the centre of Granada to the Alhambra

Tickets for the different areas of the Alhambra open to the public (Nasrid Palaces, Alcazaba,
Generalife...)

Pick up and drop off from your hotel in the centre of Granada to the flamenco show and
ticket for the Flamenco Show in a cave in Sacromonte

Optional dinner

Other extras not specified



DESCRIPTION

Combined tour of the Alhambra and Granada's Albaicín and Sacromonte districts. 
Avoid the queues and tour the UNESCO-listed Alhambra with a guide. 
See the Nasrid palaces, the Alcazaba fortress and Charles V Palace. 
Explore the charming gardens of the Generalife with its fountains and courtyards. 
Tour Albaicín and Sacromonte by Segway or electric bike. 
Cruise through the cobbled streets and gypsy cave houses of Sacromonte. 
Enjoy free time to relax between morning and afternoon.

Combine a queue-free visit to Granada's iconic Alhambra with an electric bike or Segway tour of the
Albaicín and Sacromonte on this 5-hour combination tour, ideal for visitors who travel little in Andalucía.
Beat the lines often before two hours with your direct access ticket to the UNESCO-listed Alhambra and
explore the Moorish features and the Generalife Gardens with a guide. Then, depending on the option
chosen at check-out, you'll take a Segway or electric bike tour of the Albaicín, the city's ancient Muslim
quarter, and Sacromonte, the epicentre of Granada's flamenco scene. 

ALHAMBRA, ALBAICÍN AND
SACROMONTE BY SEGWAY/ELECTRIC
BICYCLE

Use of Segway or electric bike

All necessary equipment for the Segway and electric bike tour

Single-use headphones to clearly hear the tour guide

Food and beverages

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

5 hours

20 paxMonday to Friday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

10:00 h Alhambra
Until 19:00 h Segway



R E G U L A R  T O U R
G R A N A D A
P R O V I N C E



DESCRIPTION
The region of the Alpujarra is a long valley running east-west from the southern foothills of the Sierra
Nevada. Discover this majestic scenery and picturesque villages. Walk a bit, stop for a lunch, enjoy a
peaceful place and discover traditions from the past, look at the mountains in the distance. Have a
delightful local lunch. The Alpujarras is one of the richest botanical enclaves of Europe. With our day trip,
discover the picturesque villages led by our official tour guide. Have a break from the city in these villages
with white buildings. Find out hand made products such as large doilers, straw baskets and colorful
carpets. Near to Lanjaron, the first stop, visit a miraculous place where water flows through its historic
seaside resort, founded in 1843. After this stop we will continue to the magical villages of Carataunas,
Pampaneira, Pitres, and make a must stop in Portugos, in Fuente Agria (Fountain of Sourness), the crystal
clear mineral waters flow through the Sierra Nevada, traditionally, this water was used by the mountain
villagers in las Alpujarras for medicinal purposes due to the high concentration of minerals in the water.
Visit Trevelez, the highest village in Spain and widely known for its exquisite Iberian hams, enjoy a tasting of
locally made products in Trevelez. Finally continue to Bubion and Capileira, dominating from its height the
valley of Barranco del Poqueira is a wonderful, quiet place where you can have the traditional Alpujarreño
lunch.

ALPUJARRA VILLAGES

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Tasting a selection of locally made products in Trevelez

Any extras not specified

Lunch (Optional)

10 hours

20 paxThursday and
Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:30 h



ALPUJARRAS GRANADINAS SMALL
GROUP

DESCRIPTION
The region of the Alpujarra is a long valley running east-west from the southern foothills of the Sierra
Nevada. Discover this majestic scenery and picturesque villages. Walk a bit, stop for a lunch, enjoy a
peaceful place and discover traditions from the past, look at the mountains in the distance. Have a
delightful local lunch. The Alpujarras is one of the richest botanical enclaves of Europe. With our day trip,
discover the picturesque villages led by our official tour guide. Have a break from the city in these villages
with white buildings. Find out hand made products such as large doilers, straw baskets and colorful
carpets. Near to Lanjaron, the first stop, visit a miraculous place where water flows through its historic
seaside resort, founded in 1843. After this stop we will continue to the magical villages of Carataunas,
Pampaneira, Pitres, and make a must stop in Portugos, in Fuente Agria (Fountain of Sourness), the crystal
clear mineral waters flow through the Sierra Nevada, traditionally, this water was used by the mountain
villagers in las Alpujarras for medicinal purposes due to the high concentration of minerals in the water.
Visit Trevelez, the highest village in Spain and widely known for its exquisite Iberian hams, enjoy a tasting of
locally made products in Trevelez. Finally continue to Bubion and Capileira, dominating from its height the
valley of Barranco del Poqueira is a wonderful, quiet place where you can have the traditional Alpujarreño
lunch.

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Tasting a selection of locally made products in Trevelez

Any extras not specified

Lunch (Optional)

10 hours

10 paxTuesday to Sunday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:30 h



DESCRIPTION
Full day experience in the Geopark of Granada, where the National Geographic magazine defines it as "the
surprise of Granada". Departing from Granada in the morning we will reach the villages and natural
landscape of the Granada Geopark. The first stop will be at the Acequia del Toril, a natural aqueduct that
has been formed over the centuries, taking in the great scenery of the vast vegetation that covers the
Acequia and the arid landscape that surrounds it. Next up is Gorafe, one of Granada's most picturesque
villages. Explore and immerse yourself in one of the most important natural deserts in Europe, enjoy a
breathtaking panorama full of different shapes, colours and sensations. Meet the typical cave houses, the
dolmens of the Megalithic Park and visit . The tour continues to the village of Zujar, the Mirador de
Jabalcón, from where you can see a wide territory that occupies the Quaternary sediments of the basin,
knowing also its geological history thanks to our local guide. You will have time to take pictures of this
fantastic landscape. Finally, have lunch in one of the best restaurants of the region tasting the local food.

GEOPARK

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

Lunch

10 hours

20 paxThursday and
Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:30 h



DESCRIPTION
Full day experience in the Geopark of Granada, where the National Geographic magazine defines it as "the
surprise of Granada". Departing from Granada in the morning we will reach the villages and natural
landscape of the Granada Geopark. The first stop will be at the Acequia del Toril, a natural aqueduct that
has been formed over the centuries, taking in the great scenery of the vast vegetation that covers the
Acequia and the arid landscape that surrounds it. Next up is Gorafe, one of Granada's most picturesque
villages. Explore and immerse yourself in one of the most important natural deserts in Europe, enjoy a
breathtaking panorama full of different shapes, colours and sensations. Meet the typical cave houses, the
dolmens of the Megalithic Park and visit . The tour continues to the village of Zujar, the Mirador de
Jabalcón, from where you can see a wide territory that occupies the Quaternary sediments of the basin,
knowing also its geological history thanks to our local guide. You will have time to take pictures of this
fantastic landscape. Finally, have lunch in one of the best restaurants of the region tasting the local food.

GRANADA GEOPARK SMALL GROUP

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

Lunch

10 hours

10 paxFriday and Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:00 h



DESCRIPTION
A two-day experience in the Geopark of Granada, where the National Geographic magazine defines it as
"the surprise of Granada". Departing from Granada in the morning we will reach the villages and the
natural landscape of the Granada Geopark. The first stop will be at the Acequia del Toril, a natural
aqueduct that has been formed over the centuries, taking in the great scenery of the vast vegetation that
covers the Acequia and the arid landscape that surrounds it. Next up is Gorafe, one of Granada's most
picturesque villages. Explore and immerse yourself in one of the most important natural deserts in Europe,
enjoy a breathtaking panorama full of different shapes, colours and sensations. Meet the typical cave
houses, the dolmens of the Megalithic Park and visit . The tour continues to the village of Zujar, the Mirador
de Jabalcón, from where you can see a wide territory that occupies the Quaternary sediments of the basin,
knowing also its geological history thanks to our local guide. You will have time to take pictures of this
fantastic landscape. Finally, have lunch in one of the best restaurants in the region tasting the local food. 
Day 1: Fonelas, Acequia del Toril, Gorafe, Mirador de Jabalcón and Zújar.
Day 2: Baza and Galera, Yacimiento Castellón Alto, Bodegas Domingo y Quiles

GEOPARK 2 DAYS

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

1 night accommodation in a cave house and lunch 2 days

2 days

20 paxFriday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:00 h



DESCRIPTION
Join us on this unique trip to the region of Guadix. We will visit the most picturesque villages of the whole
territory of the northern part of the province of Granada. We will start with a stop in Alcudía de Guadix, one
of the towns in the well-known Zalabí Valley, which has a landscape of contrasts, green valleys with
abundant vegetation and the reddish tones of a desert environment. The Roman and Arab presence was
also noticeable, given the proximity of the Via Augusta with its constant flow of people and goods and the
moments of splendour of the later Arab domination. A good part of the houses in the town are caves
excavated in the clayey soil of the area. We will visit the caves of Trópolis, a multi-space for culture,
ecotourism and leisure, where you will learn about the culture of the region and the Troglodytic way of life.
We will continue to La Calahorra Castle, an impressive fortress characterised by the reddish colour of its
walls. The views from the castle with the peaks of the Sierra Nevada in the background are breathtakingly
beautiful. Our last visit will be to the village of Tabernas, where we will enjoy a delicious lunch in a
restaurant that offers the best local gastronomy of the area and then we will stop in the Almerian desert of
Tabernas, a Hollywood film paradise during the intense decades of the 60s and 70s. Singular, beautiful and
enigmatic landscapes have been the setting for scenes of legendary films in the history of cinema, such as:
Cleopatra, The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, or the adventurous scenes of Indiana Jones. 

GUADIX AND TABERNAS DESERT

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

Lunch

10 hours

20 paxFriday and Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:00 h



GUADIX AND TABERNAS DESERT
SMALL GROUP

DESCRIPTION
Visit the region of Guadix, its cave houses, the natural deserts and the Calahorra Castle. There will also be
time to contemplate the Tabernas desert, where many of Hollywood's famous Spaghetti Westerns were
filmed. All this in addition to a delicious lunch with local products. After pick up from your accommodation
or agreed meeting point, we will explore the most impressive and beautiful scenery in the north of
Granada, near the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains. Guadix is known for its Palaeolithic past and its
cave houses, many of which are still occupied by the local people. The town also has a rich monumental
heritage, most notably the Cathedral of La Encarnación, built in a Gothic and Baroque style, and built on
the site of a former mosque. Visit the cave district and the Tropolis, a museum located in an original cave,
learn about cave dwellings and how people lived and live, experiencing their traditions and craft
professions. Enjoy the scenery and take pictures of the Calahorra Castle, located on a hill above the town of
the same name, one of the first Italian Renaissance castles outside Italy built on an ancient Moorish
fortification. Finally, explore for yourself the Tabernas Desert, a landscape of barren hillsides and the
location of choice for the Hollywood directors who created the Spaghetti Western. Find out where they
filmed Lawrence of Arabia, The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, A Fistful of Dollars and much more. And to top
it all off, enjoy the most exquisite local lunch.

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

Lunch

10 hours

10 paxFriday and Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:00 h



DESCRIPTION
320 days of sunshine a year and an average annual temperature of 20 degrees are the characteristics that
give the Costa Tropical its name, as well as being bathed by dozens of beaches and almost paradisiacal
coves. Enjoy a day in an unbeatable atmosphere while visiting the most emblematic towns of the Granada
coast, such as Almuñécar, a town steeped in history that was founded by the Phoenicians some 1000 years
before Christ, where you will enjoy a stroll through the Majuelo Park and a visit to the Castle of San Miguel,
a privileged place to contemplate the tropical city of Granada. We will have lunch in Nerja, a town in the
province of Malaga, where you will visit the famous Nerja Caves, an archaeological area that is part of the
Spanish Historical Heritage, which will take your breath away as you walk among the stalactites and
stalagmites that form an inimitable natural spectacle. Let yourself be amazed by this underground magic
before returning to Granada.

TROPICAL COAST

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Entrance fees to the Nerja Caves

Any extras not specified

Lunch in Nerja

10 hours

20 paxFriday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:30 h



DESCRIPTION
320 days of sunshine a year and an average annual temperature of 20 degrees are the characteristics that
give the Costa Tropical its name, as well as being bathed by dozens of beaches and almost paradisiacal
coves. Enjoy a day in an unbeatable atmosphere while visiting the most emblematic towns of the Granada
coast, such as Almuñécar, a town steeped in history that was founded by the Phoenicians some 1000 years
before Christ, where you will enjoy a stroll through the Majuelo Park and a visit to the Castle of San Miguel,
a privileged place to contemplate the tropical city of Granada. We will have lunch in Nerja, a town in the
province of Malaga, where you will visit the famous Nerja Caves, an archaeological area that is part of the
Spanish Historical Heritage, which will take your breath away as you walk among the stalactites and
stalagmites that form an inimitable natural spectacle. Let yourself be amazed by this underground magic
before returning to Granada.

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Entrance fees to the Nerja Caves

Any extras not specified

Lunch in Nerja

10 hours

10 paxFriday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:30 h

TROPICAL COAST SMALL GROUP 

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?



DESCRIPTION

Admire the highest point in mainland Spain - Mulhacen. 
Guided introduction to this beautiful region. 
Free time to explore. 
Tasting of local tapas.

Venture out of Granada and spend a day in the spectacular Sierra Nevada mountain range with this private
day trip. Get an introduction to the region, which sits at the highest point in mainland Spain and is known
as Mulhacen, from your guide and then take advantage of free time to explore the trails, forests and groves
around the summit. Private day trip from Granada to the Sierra Nevada. 

SIERRA NEVADA FROM GRANADA

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Transport by private vehicle

Driver/Guide

Lunch and other services not specified

4,5 hours

20 paxWednesday to Sunday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:30 h



R E G U L A R  T O U R S
 G R A N A D A



GUIDED WALK, HISTORIC CENTRE AND
ALBAICIN

DESCRIPTION

Cathedral and Royal Chapel 
The Madrasa 
Bib-Rambla and Alcaicería Square 
Corral del Carbón 
Albaicín 
Paseo de los Tristes, Carrera del Darro and Plaza Nueva
San Nicolas viewpoint.

Immerse yourself in the history of Granada with this half-day private tour. Get to know the ins and outs and
legends of Granada's culture and its hidden corners. We will visit the main sights of the city centre. Visit the
extravagant Royal Chapel, see the magnificent Granada Cathedral, the Alcaicería, the old silk market and
explore the narrow streets of the ancient Albaicín, Granada's old Moorish quarter, declared a World
Heritage Site in 1984. See the best views of the city from the Mirador de San Nicolas viewpoint. Descending
to the centre we will pass by the most picturesque Cármenes of the Albaicín, typical houses with origins in
the Nasrid period, during which it became a traditional rustic estate, dedicated to the cultivation of vines,
and recreation. 
Route: 

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Official Tourist Guide

Any extras not specified

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

2,5 hours

20 paxMonday to Sunday

Mariana Pineda Square

16:00h



GRANADA: TOP ATTRACTIONS AND
BEST ALHAMBRA VIEWS

DESCRIPTION

Cathedral and Royal Chapel 
The Madrasa 
Bib-Rambla Square and the Alcaicería 
Corral del Carbón 
Albaicín 
Paseo de los Tristes, Carrera del Darro and Plaza Nueva
Mirador de San Nicolás, Mirador de Carvajales and Mirador Plaza de la Victoria

Enjoy the history and mysteries of Granada in a fun way. Get to know the ins and outs and legends of
Granada's culture and its hidden corners. We will visit the main sights of the city centre, stroll through the
Plaza de Bib-Rambla and the Alcaicería, the old silk market. We will see the magnificent architecture of the
Cathedral, one of the most important buildings of the Spanish Renaissance. Enjoy a real walk through the
medieval streets of the Albaicín quarter, the old Moorish quarter of Granada, declared a World Heritage
Site in 1984. Visit the best viewpoints of Granada and enjoy the best views of the city and the Alhambra.
Visit the Mirador de San Nicolás, the most emblematic viewpoint in Granada, with a spectacular view of the
Alhambra, the Generalife, the city at its feet, and the magnificent Sierra Nevada just behind. Discover
corners with the best views of the city, among narrow cobbled streets you will find the viewpoint of
Carvajales and the viewpoint of the Plaza de la Victoria, where you will enjoy a quieter atmosphere. Going
down to the centre we will pass by the most picturesque Cármenes of the Albaicín, typical houses with
origins in the Nasrid period, during which it became a traditional rustic estate, dedicated to the cultivation
of the vine, and to recreation.
Itinerary: 

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

Single-use headphones

Tickets for Cathedral and Royal Chapel

2,5 hours

20 paxMonday to Sunday

Plaza del Carmen

10:00 h



DESCRIPTION

New Square. The Royal Chancery. The end of Muslim Granada. 
Calderería Vieja (street of the Teterías). The new Muslims in the city. 
Church of San José. Customs of Muslim prayer. 
Santa Isabel La Real. The architecture of a Muslim quarter. 
Viewpoint of San Nicolás. 
Pavement of the Darro. Los Cármenes and Aljibes of the Albaicín. 
Return to Plaza Nueva

Join us on a magical night to discover the secrets of the Albaicín, a World Heritage Site and one of the most
colourful, charming and historic neighbourhoods in the city of Granada. We propose a journey to its
Moorish roots, characterised not only by its architecture and monuments, but also by its atmosphere,
flavours and smells; a different view of the Albaicín neighbourhood through our tapas route. Let yourself
be surprised in a dream setting from where you will be able to contemplate beautiful views of the
Alhambra, the city and Sierra Nevada, and discover the legends and narrow streets that are hidden in this
neighbourhood of Muslim origin, through the traditional gastronomy of Granada, the Andalusian aromas
and the newly created cuisine that is bustling in the city. An evening to delight all five senses.
Itinerary of the Tour:

TAPAS WALKING TOUR

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

3 drinks and 3 tapas dishes

Pick up and drop-off at your hotel

3 hours

12 paxMonday to Sunday

Calle Reyes Católicos

19:45 h hs
18:45 h ls



DESCRIPTION
At nightfall you will have a unique opportunity to immerse yourself in the Andalusian culture through a
genuine flamenco show inside an authentic Sacromonte cave: the zambra from Granada, a sample of the
rich gypsy tradition together with the Moorish culture. In this impressive setting you will enjoy the flamenco
show that contains the essence and the colourful atmosphere of Sacromonte, accompanied by a typical
Andalusian dinner or a refreshing drink, depending on your choice. 

FLAMENCO SHOW

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Pick up and drop-off from your hotel in the centre of
Granada to the flamenco show

Ticket for the Flamenco Show in a cave in Sacromonte 

Refreshment or dinner, depending on your choice

Any extras not specified

3 hours

20 paxMonday to Sunday

Hotel

19:00h-19:30h hs
18:50h-19:20h ls
Only drink
 21:00-21:30h



DESCRIPTION
Would you like to get to know the fascinating places in Granada with a local guide who knows every corner?
Find your certified professional guide and make your visit to Granada an unique experience that you will
remember for the rest of your life! Learn more about the history and the most important places. A 3 hour
tour where you can visit the Alhambra or if you prefer a tour through the centre visiting the Cathedral,
Royal Chapel and Albaicin. Create your own personalised tour.

BOOK YOUR LOCAL GUIDE

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Official Tourist Guide

Any extras not specified

Monday to Sunday

hotel or accommodation

3 hours

20 pax

Variable



D A Y  T O U R S
A N D A L U C I A



RONDA FROM GRANADA, SOUL OF
ANDALUCIA

DESCRIPTION
Our local tour guide will accompany you to Ronda, one of the oldest cities in Spain, with its origins in
prehistoric times. We will start our tour walking through the 19th century gardens in the Alameda del Tajo,
from where the views are simply breathtaking. We will see the famous Plaza de Toros de Ronda, unique in
the world and recognised as one of the oldest and most monumental bullrings, built in stone. After getting
a first-hand look at everything behind the scenes, you will have the opportunity to take some pictures from
the very centre of the bullring. But that's not all, you will discover the true symbol of the city, the Puente
Nuevo, which links old and new quarters of Ronda, from where you can enjoy the great view of the Tajo de
Ronda, with more than 100 metres deep. You will also visit the most significant monuments, such as the
well-known and beautiful house of San Juan Bosco, a palace in modernist style with some colonial touches
and the inclusion of Nasrid decoration, from where the views of the valley are intoxicating. The tour also
includes the Old Bridge, the Bridge of Felipe V, San Miguel, with landscapes of extraordinary beauty, and
the Church of Santa Maria, built over the old mosque and located in the historic centre of the city, where
you can admire the Mudejar tower and the charming "Casita de la Torre", the most representative building
of religious architecture in Ronda. You will finish learning about 6.000 years of history in 12 thematic
rooms, through your senses, at the Wine Museum of Ronda, where you will enjoy a guided visit to the
Bodegas La Sangre de Ronda with a tasting of local wines. Afterwards you will have free time to explore
Ronda in the soul of this city on our own before returning to Seville.

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
Pick up and drop-off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Guided tour of the Bullring and the Bodegas La Sangre de Ronda with a trasting of wines

Church of Santa Maria and Casa de San Juan Bosco

Lunch and other services not specified

10 hours

20 pax
Thursday. All other
days on request

Hotel

8:00h-8:30h

Free time to get to know and enjoy the city of Ronda before returning to Sevilla



DESCRIPTION
Discover the Caliphate city of Cordoba and learn about its extraordinary cultural legacy on a full-day tour
from Granada. Transfer to Cordoba in comfort, and on arrival head to the UNESCO World Heritage Site of
the Mosque-Cathedral, considered the most important Islamic monument in the Western world. Admire its
gleaming gold mosaics and endless row of red-and-white striped arches. Then, go to the Alcazar de los
Reyes Cristianos and learn about its terrible history as the seat of the Inquisition while marvelling at the
beautiful gardens. Enter the narrow streets of the Jewish quarter and see whitewashed houses full of
flowers. Discover the only synagogue in Andalusia and stroll along the Calle de las Flores to experience one
of the most beautiful streets in Cordoba. Enjoy panoramic views as you enter the old town and enjoy free
time to explore on your own. Stop for a traditional lunch or buy some souvenirs. On the way back to
Granada, have a coffee and other refreshments in a charming coffee shop. 

CÓRDOBA FROM GRANADA

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

12 hours

20 pax
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday

Hotel or centre of Granada

8:00h-8:30h

Lunch and other services not specified

Pick up and drop-off at hotels in the centre of Granada

Official Tourist Guide

Entrance fees to the Mosque-Cathedral, the Synagoge and the Alcazar

Free time to explore the centre of the city of the Caliphate



DESCRIPTION

Day trip from Granada to Seville. 
Behold the beautiful cathedral of Seville. Admire the Moorish architecture of the city. 
Entrance fees are included.

Seville's winding streets radiate charm and charisma, demanding the attention of the curious traveller.
Explore the glittering Spanish city on an exciting full-day excursion from Granada, visiting all of Seville's
important sites with an expert guide. Discover the narrow alleyways and Moorish magnificence of the
historic centre; stroll along the picturesque banks of the Guadalquivir River; and contemplate the intricate
architecture of the colossal cathedral during an informative walking tour. Included in this tour is
comfortable round-trip transportation from selected hotels. 

SEVILLA FROM GRANADA

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

12 hours

20 paxTuesday to Saturday

Calle Ángel Ganivet 7

8:00h-8:30h

Lunch and other services not specified

Pick up and drop-off at the hotel 

Official Tourist Guide

Entrance to different monuments

Single-use headphones 



P R I V A T E  T O U R S



DESCRIPTION

The Alcazaba: this is the oldest part of the Alhambra complex. In the past it was used exclusively for
military purposes. 
Nasrid Palaces: where there are a large number of rooms, including the Palaces of Mexuar, Comares
and the Patio de los Leones, the latter considered to be the greatest exponent of Nasrid art. 
Generalife Gardens: summer palace, located to the east of the Alhambra and surrounded by extensive
gardens brimming with the most varied vegetation, framed in an unmistakably Islamic landscape
architecture. 

Visit the Alhambra, one of the most impressive monuments in the world, the only Arab palace still standing
in Europe, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and nominated for the 7 Wonders of the World, is a must for
every visitor to the city of Granada. Learn how the sultans and the court of the time lived in this majestic
palace. Discover the intrigues, grievances between lineages, rivalries and passions of the Nasrid dynasty.
Admire the intricate details of the Moorish architecture, and learn about the symbolism of the famous
fountain of the lions. With our guided tour of the Alhambra you will have at your disposal one of the best
official tour guides of the city, an expert interpreter of Granada's heritage, forget about boring chats, live
and feel with our guides the passion for art and history. Interact with them, know in depth all the secrets of
this monument. Enjoy every corner to have the most special and unique photo you have ever had. Also
enjoy the special access for groups. 
Itinerary of the visit: 

ALHAMBRA PRIVATE TOUR

Official Tourist Guide

Entrance ticket is valid for the Nasrid Palaces, Alcazaba, Generalife, Palace of Carlos V and the
Mosque Baths

Single-use headphones

Any extras not specified

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Sunday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

3 hours

8 pax

Variable



ALHAMBRA THROUGH THE SENSES

DESCRIPTION
Explore the Alhambra in a unique and different way. Enjoy a new concept of visit, where audiovisual
support and sensory stimuli transport our visitors to past times of Nasrid splendour. Get to know objects
used by the inhabitants of the Alhambra, taste the recipes they prepared, perceive the aromas they made
and watch exclusive videos to discover the most complete journey through the Alhambra.

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Sensory and informative tour led by a private local guide

Discover items of daily life in the Nasrid period

Single-use headphones

Lunch or other activities in town

Round-trip transportation

Monday to Sunday

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

3,5 hours

8 pax

Variable



DESCRIPTION
Discover the Alhambra Castle and its Nasrid Palaces in a unique guided tour at night. Admire this
monument with a special illumination so you won't miss any detail. Without the annoying queues, you will
enter directly. Enjoy the Patio de los Leones, the Comares Tower, the Palace of Carlos V, etc. We will access
to the Nasrid Palaces, where thanks to our official guide you will know all the history hidden in its walls, its
rooms, etc. Which kings and sultans commissioned the construction of each palace, the customs they had
at that time, what kind of art goes through each corner, how they fought wars with the Christians, what was
the relationship with the rest of the people, how they governed, how was the palace life, and what legends
have endured over time. After contemplating the Arab art that reigned in Spain until the end of the 15th
century, we move on to a completely different building, the Palace of Charles V, commissioned by Emperor
Charles I of Spain, where we can enjoy the European Renaissance art of the 16th century. Throughout the
visit you will be able to exchange any questions and impressions.

PRIVATE ALHAMBRA BY NIGHT

Official Tourist Guide

Entrance to the different enclosures: Nasrid Palaces and Palace of Carlos V

Single-use headphones

Meals, drinks or any extras not specified

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Tueday to Saturday hs
Friday and Saturday ls

Welcome Visitor Center, Paseo de la Sabika 15

2 hours

8 pax

Variable

Alcazaba and Generalife Gardens



DESCRIPTION
The region of the Alpujarra is a long valley running east-west from the southern foothills of the Sierra
Nevada. Discover this majestic scenery and picturesque villages. Walk a bit, stop for a lunch, enjoy a
peaceful place and discover traditions from the past, look at the mountains in the distance. Have a
delightful local lunch. The Alpujarras is one of the richest botanical enclaves of Europe. With our day trip,
discover the picturesque villages led by our official tour guide. Have a break from the city in these villages
with white buildings. Find out hand made products such as large doilers, straw baskets and colorful
carpets. Near to Lanjaron, the first stop, visit a miraculous place where water flows through its historic
seaside resort, founded in 1843. After this stop we will continue to the magical villages of Carataunas,
Pampaneira, Pitres, and make a must stop in Portugos, in Fuente Agria (Fountain of Sourness), the crystal
clear mineral waters flow through the Sierra Nevada, traditionally, this water was used by the mountain
villagers in las Alpujarras for medicinal purposes due to the high concentration of minerals in the water.
Visit Trevelez, the highest village in Spain and widely known for its exquisite Iberian hams, enjoy a tasting of
locally made products in Trevelez. Finally continue to Bubion and Capileira, dominating from its height the
valley of Barranco del Poqueira is a wonderful, quiet place where you can have the traditional Alpujarreño
lunch.

ALPUJARRAS PRIVATE

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Tasting a selection of locally made products in Trevelez

Lunch (optional)

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Tueday to Sunday

Hotel or centre of Granada

10 hours

8 pax

Variable

Any extras not specified



DESCRIPTION
Full day experience in the Geopark of Granada, where the National Geographic magazine defines it as "the
surprise of Granada". Departing from Granada in the morning we will reach the villages and natural
landscape of the Granada Geopark. The first stop will be at the Acequia del Toril, a natural aqueduct that
has been formed over the centuries, taking in the great scenery of the vast vegetation that covers the
Acequia and the arid landscape that surrounds it. Next up is Gorafe, one of Granada's most picturesque
villages. Explore and immerse yourself in one of the most important natural deserts in Europe, enjoy a
breathtaking panorama full of different shapes, colours and sensations. Meet the typical cave houses, the
dolmens of the Megalithic Park and visit . The tour continues to the village of Zujar, the Mirador de
Jabalcón, from where you can see a wide territory that occupies the Quaternary sediments of the basin,
knowing also its geological history thanks to our local guide. You will have time to take pictures of this
fantastic landscape. Finally, have lunch in one of the best restaurants of the region tasting the local food.

PRIVATE GEOPARK

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Single-use headphones

Lunch

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Friday and Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

10 hours

8 pax

Variable

Any extras not specified



DESCRIPTION
Visit the region of Guadix, its cave houses, the natural deserts and the Calahorra Castle. There will also be
time to contemplate the Tabernas desert, where many of Hollywood's famous Spaghetti Westerns were
filmed. All this in addition to a delicious lunch with local products. After pick up from your accommodation
or agreed meeting point, we will explore the most impressive and beautiful scenery in the north of
Granada, near the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains. Guadix is known for its Palaeolithic past and its
cave houses, many of which are still occupied by the local people. The town also has a rich monumental
heritage, most notably the Cathedral of La Encarnación, built in a Gothic and Baroque style, and built on
the site of a former mosque. Visit the cave district and the Tropolis, a museum located in an original cave,
learn about cave dwellings and how people lived and live, experiencing their traditions and craft
professions. Enjoy the scenery and take pictures of the Calahorra Castle, located on a hill above the town of
the same name, one of the first Italian Renaissance castles outside Italy built on an ancient Moorish
fortification. Finally, explore for yourself the Tabernas Desert, a landscape of barren hillsides and the
location of choice for the Hollywood directors who created the Spaghetti Western. Find out where they
filmed Lawrence of Arabia, The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, A Fistful of Dollars and much more. And to top
it all off, enjoy the most exquisite local lunch.

TABERNAS DESERT PRIVATE

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop-off from selected hotels

Single-use headphones

Lunch

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Friday and Saturday

Hotel or centre of Granada

10 hours

8 pax

Variable

Any extras not specified



DESCRIPTION
320 days of sunshine a year and an average annual temperature of 20 degrees are the characteristics that
give the Costa Tropical its name, as well as being bathed by dozens of beaches and almost paradisiacal
coves. Enjoy a day in an unbeatable atmosphere while visiting the most emblematic towns of the Granada
coast, such as Almuñécar, a town steeped in history that was founded by the Phoenicians some 1000 years
before Christ, where you will enjoy a stroll through the Majuelo Park and a visit to the Castle of San Miguel,
a privileged place to contemplate the tropical city of Granada. We will have lunch in Nerja, a town in the
province of Malaga, where you will visit the famous Nerja Caves, an archaeological area that is part of the
Spanish Historical Heritage, which will take your breath away as you walk among the stalactites and
stalagmites that form an inimitable natural spectacle. Let yourself be amazed by this underground magic
before returning to Granada.

PRIVATE TROPICAL COAST

Official Tourist Guide

Pick up and drop off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Entrance fees to the Nerja Caves

Lunch in Nerja

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Friday

Hotel or centre of Granada

10 hours

8 pax

Variable

Any extras not specified



DESCRIPTION

Cathedral and Royal Chapel 
The Madrasa 
Bib-Rambla and Alcaicería Square 
Corral del Carbón Albaicín 
Paseo de los Tristes, Carrera del Darro and Plaza Nueva
San Nicolas viewpoint.

Immerse yourself in the history of Granada with this half-day private tour. Get to know the ins and outs and
legends of Granada's culture and its hidden corners. We will visit the main sights of the city centre. Visit the
extravagant Royal Chapel, see the magnificent Granada Cathedral, the Alcaicería, the old silk market and
explore the narrow streets of the ancient Albaicín, Granada's old Moorish quarter, declared a World
Heritage Site in 1984. See the best views of the city from the Mirador de San Nicolas viewpoint. Descending
to the centre we will pass by the most picturesque Cármenes of the Albaicín, typical houses with origins in
the Nasrid period, during which it became a traditional rustic estate, dedicated to the cultivation of vines,
and recreation. 
Route: 

HISTORICAL GRANADA PRIVATE

Official Tourist Guide

Tickets for Cathedral and Royal Chapel

Single-use headphones

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Sunday

Mariana Pineda Square

2,5 hours

8 pax

Variable

Any extras not specified



DESCRIPTION

Private day trip to Cordoba from Granada. 
Tour of the cathedral and Jewish quarter. 
Enjoy the personalised and privileged attention of your expert guide on this special private tour. 
Private transport by car or minibus 
Pick up and return to Granada city centre hotels.

Immerse yourself in the captivating culture of Cordoba on an enriching full-day excursion from Granada.
Explore the city's Moorish monuments and sacred structures with a private guide; wander the winding
streets of the old town and admire a diverse architectural scene, then marvel at the whitewashed
courtyards and ancient synagogue in the Jewish quarter. Enjoy the personal attention of your guide on this
private tour, where numbers are limited to ensure an intimate experience. 

CORDOBA PRIVATE GROUP

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Friday

Hotel or centre of Granada

11 hours

8 pax

Variable

Lunch and other services not specified

Pick up and drop off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Official Tourist Guide

Transport by private vehicle

Tickets for the Mosque, Alcazar and Synagoge

Single-use headphones 



DESCRIPTION

Private day trip from Granada to Seville. 
See Seville's famous Gothic cathedral. 
Visit the Jewish quarter 
Admire the wonderful architecture of the city. 
Private vehicle with English speaking guide.

Discover Seville, the enigmatic Andalusian capital known for its Moorish architecture and vibrant culture, on
this private day trip from Granada. Visit iconic sights such as Seville Cathedral, the largest Gothic cathedral
in the world, and the ancient Moorish fortress of the Alcazar. Enjoy a guided tour of the old Jewish quarter,
which dates back to the Middle Ages, and see the Museum of Fine Arts. Plus, with your own guide to
accompany you, receive personalised commentary on the city's history. 

SEVILLA PRIVATE GROUP

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Friday

Hotel or centre of Granada

12 hours

8 pax

Variable

Lunch and other services not specified

Pick up and drop off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Official Tourist Guide

Transport by private vehicle

Single-use headphones



DESCRIPTION

Admire the highest point in mainland Spain - Mulhacen. 
Guided introduction to this beautiful region. 
Free time to explore. 
Tasting of local tapas.

Venture out of Granada and spend a day in the spectacular Sierra Nevada mountain range with this private
day trip. Get an introduction to the region, which sits at the highest point in mainland Spain and is known
as Mulhacen, from your guide and then take advantage of free time to explore the trails, forests and groves
around the summit. Private day trip from Granada to the Sierra Nevada. 

SIERRA NEVADA PRIVATE GROUP

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

De miércoles a domingo

Hotel or centre of Granada

4,5 hours

8 pax

Variable

Lunch and other services not specified

Pick up and drop off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Driver/Guide

Transport by private vehicle



T R A N S F E R S



DESCRIPTION
At Granavision we offer services at your disposal, airport transfers, transfers, tours, private visits and
congresses. We have a large fleet of vehicles with language speaking drivers.
We offer airport transfers from Granada, Malaga and Seville airports to hotels, transfer services and tourist
packages. We can also take you to any Andalusian city in the car of your choice, always with the best
equipment and private chauffeur.

PRIVATE TRANSFERS

DOWNLOAD GALLERY

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?

Monday to Sunday

Hotel or centre of Granada

VariableVariable

Any extras not specified

Pick up and drop off at your hotel in the centre of Granada

Transport by private vehicle



T E R M S  A N D
C O N D I T I O N S



Free sale until 48 hours before the start of the excursion. The last 24 hours on request.
Excluding 25th December and 1st January.
For operational reasons, the starting time of the visit may be altered according to the
entrance time to the Nasrid Palaces granted by the Patronato de la Alhambra.
It is necessary to provide ID card or passport of the visitors to the Alhambra or Alcazar when
booking.
It is compulsory to present an original ID card or passport to access the Alhambra or Alcazar
monuments.
 The client will present a booking voucher, which he/she will receive after the online booking
to the guide before the start of the visit.
The order of the visit may be modified in case of unforeseen circumstances.
All our tours are designed to prevent COVID-19. We keep the social distance of more than 2
metres, all buses are disinfected, single-use headphones and disinfectant gel on all tours.
We have different insurances for cancellation and COVID assistance. Consult here.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
 

Free cancellation up to 72 hours before the activity. After this period, i.e. from 72 hours until
the activity takes place, the money will not be refunded.

Free cancellation up to 48 hours before the activity. After this period, i.e. from 48 hours
before the activity takes place, the money will not be refunded..

CANCELLATION POLICY FOR ACTIVITIES THAT INCLUDE A VISIT TO THE ALHAMBRA AND
ALCÁZAR OF SEVILLA

 

 
CANCELLATION POLICY FOR OTHER ACTIVITIES

 

German 10:00 hours
French 12:00 hours
Italian 16:00 hours

TIMETABLES AND LANGUAGES FOR THE ALHAMBRA

For regular tours, Spanish and English are available at all times indicated. The times for the other
languages are:

Granada office (L-V 9:00 am - 2:00 pm) 
Tel: 958 535 872 
E-mail: reservas@granavision.com 
For emergencies only: 0034 630 020 008 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND CONTACT 
 




